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I. THE PARTIES 

 

1. Al-Merrikh Sports Club (the “Club” or the “Appellant”) is a professional football club with its 

registered seat in Omdurman, Republic of the Sudan. It is affiliated to the Sudan Football 

Association (the “SFA”). 

 

2. The SFA (or the “Respondent”) is the national sports governing body for the sport of football 

in the Republic of the Sudan. It is an affiliated member of the Confédération Africaine de 

Football (the “CAF”) and the Fédération Internationale de Football Association (the “FIFA”). 

 

3. The Club and the SFA are collectively referred to as the “Parties”. 

 

 

II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

 

4. The elements set out below are a summary of the main relevant facts on the basis of the decision 

rendered by the Electoral Appeals Committee of the Sudan Football Association on 

10 November 2021 (the “Appealed Decision”), the Statement of Appeal, the Appeal Brief and 

exhibits. Additional facts may be set out, where relevant, in the legal considerations of the 

present Order. 

 

5. On 12 October 2020, the President of the SFA contacted FIFA about the necessity to hold a 

meeting in order to discuss the dismissal of the Club’s executive body and the appointment of 

a “normalisation committee.” 

 

6. On 19 October 2020, the Chief Member Associations Officer of FIFA informed the SFA that 

the latter had no statutory or regulatory basis to replace the Club’s executive body with a 

neutralisation committee of any kind. 

 

7. On 20 October 2020, the SFA decided – inter alia – that the mandate of the Club’s executive 

body had expired and that a so-called Tripartite Committee should be appointed to decide upon 

the Club’s new executive body. 

 

8. On 13 December 2020, FIFA proposed a roadmap to solve the internal affairs of the Club. This 

roadmap provided for the adoption of the revised version of its statutes by the club’s general 

assembly and the election of a new election committee in compliance with the new statutes of 

the Club.  

 

9. On 19 March 2021, the Club’s Board of Directors postponed the general assembly scheduled 

for 27 March 2021 for “legal and logical” reasons. 

 

10. On 27 March 2021, despite the announced postponement of the Club’s general assembly, a 

meeting was held by members of the general assembly in order to implement the roadmap 

proposed by FIFA. 

 

11. On 31 March 2021, the Chief Member Association Officer of FIFA informed the Club that, in 

the light of the postponement of the general assembly initially scheduled for 27 March 2021, it 

would be for the SFA to approve a new roadmap. 
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12. On the same date, the SFA Tripartite Committee – assigned by the Board of Directors of the 

SFA – sent its report of the meeting of 27 March 2021 to FIFA. 

 

13. On 20 April 2021, the Club, the SFA, the CAF and FIFA held a meeting by videoconference in 

which they agreed – inter alia – that a new roadmap should be implemented in coordination 

with the SFA. The participants also agreed that the SFA was indirectly interfering with the 

internal affairs of the Club.  

 

14. On 27 May 2021, FIFA requested the SFA to solve the issue of duality of executive power 

within the Club in accordance with the applicable regulations.  

 

15. On 13 and 14 June 2021, the SFA Tripartite Committee discussed a possible roadmap and the 

resolution of the internal matters within the Club. 

 

16. On 17 June 2021, the President of the Club, Mr. Adam Abdallah, requested the SFA’s General 

Secretary to provide him with several documents regarding SFA’s roadmap and the meeting 

held on 27 March 2021. 

 

17. On 20 June 2021, the President of the Club informed the Chairman of the Tripartite Committee 

of the SFA that he would not be in a position to discuss the proposed roadmap without the 

documents requested on 17 June 2021. 

 

18. On 24 June 2021, the SFA notified the Club of the decision taken by the Tripartite Committee 

of the SFA during its meeting on 13 and 14 June 2021. 

 

19. The operative part of the decision reads – in its pertinent parts – as follows: 

 

“[…] in accordance with the provision of Article (106) of the disciplinary regulations 

of the Sudanese Football Association for the year 2018 

 

1- Referring Mr. Adam Abdullah Makki, to the Disciplinary Committee for violating 

Article (66) of the Disciplinary Regulations 

 

2. The Association must not deal with Mr. Adam Abdullah Makki as president of the 

Al-Merrick Club, Khartoum 

 

3. Dealing with the elected Al-Merrikh Club Council remains as an institution in 

accordance with the rules regulating meetings in terms of quorum, recording of facts 

and issuing decisions. 

 

4. And to address all relevant authorities on the Governor of Khartoum State - Minister 

of Youth and Sport, Khartoum State - Director General of Police Forces)” 

 

20. On 6 July 2021, the Secretary General of the SFA provided the Executive Director of the 

Governor’s Office of the Khartoum State with a list of the Board of Members in charge of 

managing the Club’s internal affairs. 
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21. On 7 July 2021, with the cooperation of the police, the Club’s headquarters was handed over to 

the aforementioned Board of Members in accordance with the decision of the Minister of Youth 

and Sports in Khartoum State. 

 

22. On 31 August 2021, the Club held its extraordinary general assembly in which its members 

decided – inter alia – on the adoption of the amended statutes and electoral code and the 

approval of the Independent Electoral Committee, the Electoral Appeals Committee and the 

Independent Judicial Committees. 

 

23. On 5 August 2021, the Electoral Committee of the SFA informed the Secretary General of the 

SFA that it would refrain from supervising the general assembly of the Club.  

 

24. On 8 August 2021, the SFA Tripartite Committee appointed a new Electoral Committee to 

supervise the “electoral general assembly” of the Club in accordance with the roadmap.  

 

25. On 4 September 2021, the Club’s general assembly – held in the Al-Merrikh Stadium – elected 

a new Board of Directors. Mr. Adam Abdallah was elected as president. 

 

26. On the same date, another general assembly was held in the Al-Mawrada Park that also elected 

a – different – new Board of Directors. Mr Hazim Mustafa was elected as president of the Club. 

 

27. On 6 September 2021, the Chairman of the SFA Tripartite Committee approved the new Board 

of Directors of the Club, including Mr Mustafa as president of the Club, elected by the Club’s 

general assembly held in the Al-Mawrada Park on 4 September 2021. 

 

28. On 8 September 2021, the Board of Directors of the SFA approved the “Report of the Tripartite 

Committee assigned by the Association to solve Al Merrikh crisis”. The report reads – in its 

pertinent parts – as follows: 

 

“Al Merrikh was established according to the road map on 4/9/2021 under the 

supervision of the Elections Committee that was formed and in the presence of the 

chairman of the Legal Committee and Members Affairs of the association. Prof 

Muhammad Jalal, and it was established according to the statute of the association 

and Al Merrikh while the report of the electoral committee indicated that the elections 

met all the legal conditions and resulted in the election of 15 individuals, including 

officers, without consents. 

 

Fourth: 

 

A report was prepared by the delegated tripartite committee to the International 

Football Association, explaining the procedure carried out by the Election 

Commission for Al Merrikh under the supervision of the Association. 

 

Fifth: 

 

Finally, and after reaching the end of the road map, we hope that the council will 

recognize the elected council on 4/9/2021 according to Article (17) paragraphs (3,4) 
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of the Statutes of the Sudanese Football Association for the year 2017 AD and deal 

with the elected council only through the association.”  

 

29. On 16 September 2021, the SFA informed the Chairman of the Tripartite Committee of the 

decision taken by the Board of Directors of the SFA on 8 September 2021.  

 

30. On 4 November 2021, the Elections Committee rendered a decision on the representatives of 

the Club at the general assembly of the SFA held on 13 November 2021, which was 

subsequently appealed by the two councils of the Club elected on 4 September 2021 in the Al-

Merrikh Stadium and in the Al-Mawrada Park, respectively. 

 

31. On 10 November 2021, the Electoral Appeals Committee of the SFA issued its decision on the 

aforesaid appeals of the two councils of the Club (the “Appealed Decision”).  

 

32. The operative part of the Appealed Decision reads as follows: 

 

“1. Annulment of the election commission’s decision to exclude the delegate chosen by 

the council headed by HAZAM MUSTAFA And his approval to attend the Electoral 

General Assembly of the Sudanese Football Association as a representative of Al-

Merreikh Sports Club. 

2. Endorsement of the decision of the Electoral Committee except otherwise.” 

 

33. On the same date, the Appealed Decision was notified to the Club. 

 

34. On 13 November 2021, the general assembly of the SFA was held. 

 

35. On 15 November 2021, the Court of Arbitration for Sport (the “CAS”) rendered an Order on 

Request for a Stay and for Provisional and Conservatory Measures in another CAS appeals 

procedure between the Parties relating to a decision rendered by the Appeals Committee of the 

Sudan Football Association, which was docketed by the CAS Court Office as CAS 2021/A/8371 

Al-Merrikh Sports Club v. Sudan Football Association. The Order was notified to the Parties 

on the same date. 

 

36. The operative part of this Order states – in its pertinent parts – as follows: 

 

“The Application for a Stay and for Provisional and Conservatory Measures requested 

by Al-Merrikh Sports Club on 4 October 2021, in the matter CAS 2021/A/8371 Al-

Merrikh Sports Club v. Sudan Football Association, is dismissed.” 

 

37. On 22 November 2021, the CAS rendered an Order on Request for a Stay and for Provisional 

and Conservatory Measures in an – once again – different CAS appeals procedure between the 

Parties relating to a decision rendered by the Board of Directors of the SFA on 

8 September 2021, which was docketed by the CAS Court Office as CAS 2021/A/8413 Al-

Merrikh Sports Club v. Sudan Football Association. The Order was notified to the Parties on 

the same date. 

 

38. The operative part of this Order provides – in its relevant parts – as follows: 
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“1. The Application for a Stay and for Provisional and Conservatory Measures 

requested by Al-Merrikh Sports Club on 31 October 2021, in the matter CAS 

2021/A/8413 Al-Merrikh Sports Club v. Sudan Football Association, is granted. 

 

2. The execution of the decision of the Board of Directors of the SFA on 8 September 

2021 is stayed.” 

 

III. PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE COURT OF ARBITRATION FOR SPORT 

 

39. On 30 November 2021, the Appellant filed a Statement of Appeal with the Court of Arbitration 

for Sport (the “CAS”) pursuant to Article R48 of the Code of Sports-related Arbitration (the 

“CAS Code”) against the Respondent with respect to the above-mentioned decision rendered 

by the Electoral Appeals Committee of the Sudan Football Association on 10 November 2021. 

In its Statement of Appeal, the Appellant submitted a Request for Provisional Measures in 

accordance with Article R37 of the CAS Code.  

 

40. On 3 December 2021, the CAS Court Office notified the Parties of the Statement of Appeal and 

the Request for a Stay and for Provisional and Conservatory Measures and granted the 

Respondent a deadline of 10 days to file its comments on the Appellant’s Request for a Stay 

and for Provisional and Conservatory Measures. In addition, a copy of the Appellant’s legal 

submissions and exhibits was served on the Respondent on the same date. 

 

41. On 12 December 2021, the Appellant filed an amended request for provisional measures dated 

12 December 2021. 

 

42. On 13 December 2021, the CAS Court Office acknowledged receipt of the Appellant’s Request 

for Provisional Measures and granted the Respondent a deadline of 10 days to comment on the 

Appellant’s request.  

 

43. On 27 December 2021, the CAS Court Office noted that the Respondent did not provide any 

comments on the Appellant’s Request for a Stay and for Provisional and Conservatory 

Measures within the prescribed deadline and informed the Parties that a decision in this regard 

would be rendered in due course.    

 

44. On 1 January 2022, the Appellant filed its Appeal Brief in accordance with Article R51 of the 

CAS Code. 

 

 

IV. THE PARTIES’ SUBMISSIONS 

 

A. The Appellant’s Submissions 

 

45. In its Request for a Stay and for Provisional and Conservatory Measures, the Appellant requests 

CAS to decide the following: 
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“[…] we kindly request for accepting this request for provisional measure and to stay 

the execution of the decision appealed against and all of its effects until the final Order 

is issued in the case.” 

 

46. The Appellant’s submissions in support of its Request for a Stay and for Provisional and 

Conservatory Measures may, in essence, be summarised as follows: 

 

47. The Appellant submits that it would face the risk of irreparable harm if the Appealed Decision 

should not be stayed. Particularly, the Appellant would face democratic damages which would, 

ultimately, have an impact on the Club’s independence: 

 

(a) The Decision has a severe impact on the management of internal affairs of SFA’s affiliated 

member associations and would cause that the internal electoral process of the Club would 

not be respected. 

 

(b) The decision taken by the Electoral Appeals Committee of the Sudan Football Association 

is neither in compliance with the fundamental principles of good governance and does not 

respect the objectives set forth in the SFA Statutes. 

 

48. As to the likelihood of success, the Appellant submits that the Appealed Decision is based on 

the decision of the Tripartite Committee of the SFA and was therefore issued “without taking 

into account the cases in progress at the sports arbitral tribunal which are in direct relation 

with the decisions of the Sudanese football association and the report of the tripartite committee 

in particular cases CAS /A/8317 [sic] and 8413.”  

 

49. In addition, the Appellant submits that the balance of interests tips in its favour in protection of 

its independence from the SFA and in respect of the Club’s own decisions and regulations. The 

club is deprived of the autonomy to decide on its own internal affairs independently. In 

summary of its position, the Appellant emphasises that “[t]he interests of the Club are to 

exercise democratic process in accordance with principles of good governance and to achieve 

better results with principles of good governance and to achieve better results in various 

activities and achieve high revenues and incomes that are threatened by this decision appealed 

against.” 

 

B. The Respondent’s submissions  

 

50. The Respondent has not made any submissions as to the desired outcome.  

 

 

V. JURISDICTION OF THE CAS 

 

51. In accordance with Article 186 of the Swiss Private International Law Act (the “PILA”), the 

CAS has power to decide upon its own jurisdiction. 

 

52. The extent of the jurisdictional analysis at this point is to assess whether, on a prima facie basis, 

the CAS can be satisfied that it has jurisdiction to hear the application. The final decision on 

jurisdiction will be made by the Panel, once constituted, in its award. 

 

53. Article R47 of the CAS Code provides – in its relevant parts – as follows: 
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“An appeal against the decision of a federation, association or sports-related body 

may be filed with CAS if the statutes or regulations of the said body so provide or if 

the parties have concluded a specific arbitration agreement and if the Appellant has 

exhausted the legal remedies available to it prior to the appeal, in accordance with 

the statutes or regulations of that body.” 

 

54. In the absence of a specific arbitration agreement, in order for the CAS to have jurisdiction to 

hear an appeal, the statutes or regulations of the sports-related body from whose decision the 

appeal is being made must expressly recognise the CAS as an arbitral body of appeal. 

 

55.  In this regard, Article 68(1) of the SFAS states as follows: 

 

“In accordance with the relevant provisions of the FIFA Statutes, any appeal against 

a final and binding decisions passed by FIFA, CAF or SFA could be appeal to the 

Court of Arbitration for Sport (CAS) in Lausanne, Switzerland unless the National 

Arbitration Tribunal for Sport (NATS) has jurisdiction in accordance with art.(66). 

CAS shall not, however, hear appeals on violations of the Laws of the Game, 

suspensions of up to four (4) matches or up to three (3) months (with the exception of 

doping decisions).” 

 

56. The President of the Appeals Arbitration Division notes that the Respondent has neither 

submitted that the NATS has competence to deal with this matter nor objected to the jurisdiction 

of the CAS to decide this Request for a Stay and for Provisional and Conservatory Measures. 

 

57. Therefore, the President of the Appeals Arbitration Division is satisfied that, prima facie, the 

CAS has jurisdiction to decide on the present dispute, without prejudice to any final decision 

on this issue taken by the Panel, once appointed.  

 

 

VI. ADMISSIBILITY 

 

58. Article R49 of the CAS Code reads – in its pertinent parts – as follows: 

 

“In the absence of a time limit set in the statutes or regulations of the federation, 

association or sports-related body concerned, or in a previous agreement, the time 

limit for appeal shall be twenty-one days from the receipt of the decision appealed 

against.” 

 

59. The President of the Appeals Arbitration Division notes that the SFAS does not provide for a 

specific time limit to file the Statement of Appeal against decisions issued by the Electoral 

Appeals Committee of the Sudan Football Association. Therefore, the time limit of 21 days set 

forth in Article R49 of the CAS Code applies to the matter at hand. 

 

60. In addition, the President of the Appeals Arbitration Division reiterates that the Electoral 

Appeals Committee of the Sudan Football Association rendered and notified the Appealed 

Decision on 10 November 2021. The Appellant filed its Statement of Appeal on 
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30 November 2021 and therefore within the deadline of 21 days in accordance with 

Article R49 of the CAS Code. 

 

61. Furthermore, regarding the Appellant’s Request for a Stay and for Provisional and 

Conservatory Measures, Article R37 of the CAS Code reads – in its pertinent parts – as follows: 

 

“No party may apply for provisional or conservatory measures under these Procedural 

Rules before all internal remedies provided for in the rules of the federation or sports-

body concerned have been exhausted. 

 

Upon filing of the request for provisional measures, the Applicant shall pay a non-

refundable Court Office fee of Swiss francs 1,000.–, without which CAS shall not 

proceed. The CAS Court Office fee shall not be paid again upon filing of the request 

for arbitration or of the statement of appeal in the same procedure.” 

 

62. In consideration of this provision, the President of the Appeals Arbitration Division notes that 

the Electoral Appeals Committee of the Sudan Football Association has rendered the Appealed 

Decision. The SFAS do not provide for any internal remedies against decisions taken by the 

Electoral Appeals Committee of the Sudan Football Association. Accordingly, the President of 

the Appeals Arbitration Division is satisfied that, prima facie, the Appellant has exhausted all 

internal remedies provided for in the SFAS. By corollary, the Appellant’s Request for a Stay 

and for Provisional and Conservatory Measures is admissible, without prejudice to any final 

decision taken by the Panel, once appointed. 

 

 

VII. LEGAL DISCUSSION 

 

63. Article 183(1) of the PILA provides as follows:  

 
“Unless the parties have agreed otherwise, the arbitral tribunal may, at the request of 

a party, order interim measures or conservatory measures.” 
 

64. Accordingly, the CAS as an international arbitral tribunal with its seat in Switzerland, 

cf. Article R28 of the CAS Code, is empowered to order provisional or conservatory measures 

at the request of one party, unless the parties have otherwise agreed.  

 

65. Pursuant to Article R37 para 3 of the CAS Code, the President of the Appeals Arbitration 

Division is competent to consider an application for a stay prior to the file having been 

transferred to the Panel.  

 

66. In addition, Article R37 para 5 of the CAS Code provides as follows: 

 

“When deciding whether to award preliminary relief, the President of the Division […] 

shall consider whether the relief is necessary to protect the applicant from irreparable 

harm, the likelihood of success on the merits of the claim, and whether the interests of 

the Applicant outweigh those of the Respondent.” 
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67. In accordance with Article R37 of the Code and CAS jurisprudence (CAS 2007/A/1370-1376; 

CAS 2006/A/1088; CAS 2004/A/780; TAS 2004/A/708-709; CAS 2003/O/486; CAS 2002/A/378; 

CAS 2001/A/324), when deciding whether an application for a stay should be ordered, the 

President should in general consider the following factors:  

 

a) whether the stay requested is necessary to protect the Appellant from irreparable harm 

(“irreparable harm” test): the Appellant must demonstrate that the requested stay is 

necessary in order to protect its position from damage or risks that would be impossible, 

or very difficult, to remedy or cancel at a later stage; 

 

b) whether the Appellant has reasonable chances to succeed on the merits (“likelihood of 

success” test): the Appellant must demonstrate that its position is not obviously 

groundless and that it has reasonable chances eventually to win the case; 

 

c) whether the interests of the Appellant outweigh those of the opposite party and of third 

parties (“balance of interests” test): the Appellant must demonstrate that the harm or 

inconvenience it would suffer from the refusal of the requested stay would be 

comparatively greater than the harm or inconvenience other parties would suffer from the 

granting of the provisional measures. 

 

68. The President of the Appeals Arbitration Division notes that the three requirements for the grant 

of a stay (i.e. irreparable harm, likelihood of success on the merits of the appeal and balance of 

interests) are cumulative (CAS 2007/A/1403; TAS 2007/A/1397; and CAS 2010/A/2071). 

 

A. Irreparable harm 

 

69. In the light of the above, the President of the Appeals Arbitration Division needs to determine 

whether or not the Appellant would suffer irreparable harm if the Appellant’s request to stay 

the decision of the Board of Directors of the SFA is not granted. 

 

70. The Appellant submits that it would suffer irreparable democratic damages if its request for 

Provision Measures and the Stay of the Execution of the Appealed Decision is not granted. 

More specifically, the Appellant’s assertion as to irreparable harm is, in essence, premised on 

the basis that the Club will no longer be independent and, therefore, not able to manage the 

Club’s internal matters on its own. Accordingly, the electoral process within the Club would 

not be respected which would, ultimately, run counter to the Respondent’s own statutes.   

 

71. As an initial matter, it is cardinal to mention that the party claiming a prejudice “must 

demonstrate that the requested measures are necessary in order to protect his position from 

damage or risks that would be impossible, or very difficult, to remedy or cancel at a later stage” 

(CAS 2010/A/2113 and quoted references) and “without any concrete evidence to justify 

damages (or potential damages as the case may be) general allegations of potential harm do 

not suffice to establish irreparable harm” (CAS 2014/A/3642, order of 5 August 2014). 

 

72. In consideration of the foregoing, the President of the Appeals Arbitration Division is, prima 

facie, not satisfied that the representation of the Club by Mr Hazem Mustafa’s council – instead 

of the representation through the council led by Mr Adam Abdallah – in the general meeting of 

the SFA held on 13 November 2021 has a direct impact on the democratic process within the 

Club, let alone the election process of the Club’s executive board. Based on the facts of the case 

mentioned above, the representation of the Club in the general assembly of the SFA are not 
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related to the internal matters of the Club. This is different from the currently pending cases 

CAS 2021/A/8371 and CAS 2021/A/8413 and must therefore be strictly distinguished from this 

procedure. The representation of the Club by the Club’s council led by Mr Hazem Mustafa has 

only a direct impact on the democratic structure of the SFA, particularly when the club 

representatives of all affiliated members elected the Board of Directors of the Sudan Football 

Association. However, the claimed incorrect representation of the Club during the SFA general 

assembly has no impact on the democratic structure and process of the Club. Accordingly, the 

President of the Appeals Arbitration Division is, prima facie, not persuaded that the Appellant 

would suffer irreparable harm to its own freedom of internal organisation. 

 

73. In this regard, the President of the Appeals Arbitration Division is of the view that the Appellant 

failed to provide corroborating evidence that the representation of the Club through members 

of the council led by Mr Hazem Mustafa during the general assembly of the SFA would 

represent a material and quantifiable damage, which would not be impossible or difficult to 

remedy at a later stage. 

 

74. In due consideration of all evidence on file, the President of the Appeals Arbitration Division 

finds that the Appellant has failed to establish the existence of any kind of risk of irreparable 

harm. In addition, the Appellant failed to establish that the relief sought is necessary in order to 

safeguard its interests. 

 

B. Conclusion 

 

75. Based on the fact that the Appellant failed to meet the criteria of irreparable harm, and since 

the three requirements for granting provisional measures (i.e. irreparable harm, likelihood of 

success on the merits of the appeal and balance of interests) are cumulative, and pursuant to the 

principle of procedural economy, the President of the Appeals Arbitration Division will not 

address the remaining requirements and, consequently, consider that the Appellant’s Request 

for a Stay and for Provisional and Conservatory Measures must be dismissed.   

 

 

VIII. COSTS 

 

76. According to standard CAS practice, the cost of this part of the proceedings will be settled in 

the final award or in any other final disposition of this arbitration. 

 

 

 

 

* * * * * 
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ORDER 

 

 

The President of the CAS Appeals Arbitration Division Sport rules that: 

 

1. The Application for a Stay and for Provisional and Conservatory Measures requested by 

Al-Merrikh Sports Club on 12 December 2021, in the matter CAS 2021/A/8488 Al-Merrikh 

Sports Club v. Sudan Football Association, is dismissed. 

2. The costs deriving from the present order will be determined in the final award or in any other 

final disposition of this arbitration. 

 

 

Lausanne, 8 February 2022 

 

 

 

 

 

COURT OF ARBITRATION FOR SPORT 

 

 

 

 

Corinne Schmidhauser 

President of the Appeals Arbitration Division 

 

 

 


